
Meeting notes Droefmeeting 19-11-2015 
 
Meeting opened at 17.30h. 
 
Present (at least): 
Rens (45, minutes), Anouk (43), Maarten (89), Teodor (97), Yanina (89), Jelle (47), Piers (57), 
Lucia (99), Donna (99), Guido (67), Linda (67), Simone (57), Pieter (35), Agnes (77a), 
Tommeso (87), Kris (55), Johan (47), Clem (31), Stijn (81), Noccolo (51), Jose (91), Momo 
(103), Anne (37), Maria (51), Anne (39), Stefan (39), Nathalie (61), Jelle (47), Xabi (107), 
Shantonie (107), Joanne (37), Marga (71), Rosa (71), Flora (37) Stefan (55), Luc (37, chair) 
 
Idealis people couldn’t attend. Note that Barbara is no longer Idealis contact person; her task 
will be taken over by caretaker Eugene. 
 
The previous minutes are approved. 
 
 
Internet 

- Idealis indicates that we can still use the Ziggo offer. Nobody is interested. 
- Rewiring: The whole infrastructure is there – cables from every closed attic to private 

rooms. Luc asked Idealis to pull cables to the meter cupboard so we can connect an 
ADSL modem to the cables that run to the rooms. We can decide per barrack, and we 
need at least 4 signatures per barrack. Costs will be about €0,80 per person per month 
for a period of six years. This should be the actual costs, Idealis is not allowed to make a 
profit on these costs. 

- ADSL: Rens organised contact with XS4ALL for a connection for all of us. Unfortunately 
every house needs to sign an individual contract and send it to Rens. If all goes well, 
participating houses will be connected before Christmas. 

- Future: In the future we might get connected to commercial glass fiber again, but it will 
take time. It would be ideal to use the central infrastructure for this. Idealis will be 
contacted to keep this in mind when altering/removing internet infrastructure. 

 
Droeffest future 
DF organisation (represented by Joanne, 37) wants to know Droef opinion about future Droeffeest 
and explain some facts about the last Droeffeest.  
 
This year it was too much work for 30 people for 3 months, some people put too much time in 
it. Keep in mind: 30 people are already ±15% of Droevendaal! DF had 3000 visitors this year. 
DF is getting more known to public: more students in Wageningen, but also cult status of DF 
attracts many people.  
Too many people means too many requirements of municipality and police: security etc. This 
costs money so we need to make more money to pay it, etc etc.  
History: DF started as a very small initiative for Droef inhabitants and friends.  
 
Problems include: 

- Unwanted people: After 22:00/23:00 the public shifted from friendly to unwanted at 
the entrance 

o People vandalising, causing fights etc. 
o People known to the police for committing crimes 



- Lots of stress for organisation: they could not enjoy the festival due to the amount of 
work and were working very hard in the months before 

- Disruption of privacy and security for Droef inhabitants 
- Hard to keep this many people under control 
- Lots of cleaning in the end 
- Droef inhabitants seem to change more quickly so gained knowledge of DF organisation 

gets lost in transition. More continuity would be necessary to keep the amount of effort 
under control for organisation. 

- After midnight, the ratio of Droef+friends to strangers was not favourable 
- Costs really got out of hand; security is just too expensive. 
- Municipality asked us to postpone the party this year because of another party on the 

same day. 
 
 
Dilemmas: 

- We want to change the current way, but we also want to keep it open and free. 
- We like the day party, but the night parties are also really nice but cause a lot of trouble: 

how to deal with this? 
- DF should be “By Droef – For Droef” , but Droevendaal could also be something to share 

with strangers who are unaware of its existence. 
- How to change the visitor’s mindset that the party starts at 23h to a situation where 

people actually leave after 23h? 
- Even without active advertising we attract 3000 people: how do we reduce the number 

of visitors?  
- During the night people don’t come for the Droef vibe, but with less beneficiary 

intentions. 
- The night party vibe is dominated by two negative groups of people: people who want 

to cause trouble, and the public that the soundsystem (etc) attract. We can’t know what 
happens when we keep the night part in terms of attracting these people. 

 
Options and potential solutions 

- Many people like the daily program a lot (so the festival with the stage and other acts 
outside until midnight). It was suggested to organize it without house parties 
afterwards 

o Technical issue: it’s obligatory to acquire a permit for the stage on the field, and 
with a permit comes the necessity for security. Without stage it’s relatively easy 
to organise something small without difficult requirements. 

o But if we only have a day program we do not need security after ~1am which 
saves a lot of costs 

- Changing the name and changing the date (e.g. to June) could help in attracting less 
visitors as many people expect DF to be in September. 

o This would also make the organization easier as many people are not in Droef 
during July/August when many of the organizational tasks should be done.  

- Arrange night program in city center to get rid of people after a certain time 
- Just closing the gate after a certain time (but how do you prevent people from entering 

in different ways) 
- Organising DF one year without night program might change people’s expectations. 
- House parties can be very nice also without DF, DF should be focused on creativity. 



- Some say that they actually appreciate the night program and want to keep something 
alike in Droeffeest. 

- Last January Dreamfield was organised by the field houses (nightly parties in 5 houses 
at the same time), this was very much appreciated by many – an option would be to 
separate the day program and the nightly parties and organize them on two different 
days. 

 
Conclusion: opinions about the perfect Droeffeest diverge, but we need to find a solution 
where: a) Less than 3000 people visit DF and b) DF is more easy to organise for the organising 
committee. 
 
Small points internal Droef 
Greengroup 

- Stefan will resign as chairman of greengroup. Stefan wants to invite interested people 
and hand over responsibilities and knowledge of green group work.  

- We need to organise a “cleaning day” soon to clean the field and remove some branches, 
won’t take long. 

- The work we do with green group saves us all money! 
- Droevendaal is a very ecologically valuable area, and we should all keep it that way. 

Common Barrack Committee (ABC) 
- The projector wall has been repainted 
- Committee is a bit disorganised and action will be taken soon to meet up and get the 

administration fixed. 
- The regular users (groups) of the CB will be asked to clean once a month. 

VOKO 
- Team has been expanded: Maria (43), Evelien (55), Kawire (61) next to existing group: 

Rens & Nine (45), Janne (87) and Fabian (49). 
Droef market 

- There will be an initiative to make Droef market, selling home made stuff. 
Internal communication 

- Pieter (admin Droef FB): asks for more help in administrating the Droef inhabitants FB 
to make sure only inhabitants have access. Send Pieter a PM on FB to volunteer. 

- We should organise a DroefMeeting twice a year, some would like to organise more 
meetings. But more people should be helping with the organisation.  

- DroefMeeting could be followed by drinks to attract more people. 
- Rens & Joanne will take care of the next DroefMeeting+DroefCafé, in about 3 months.  
- DroefMeetings are important to let people know they have a say in Droef, and to 

improve the Droef community. 
- Luc does a great job picking up important stuff on FB and sending it through DroefMail. 

Projector 
- Replace DroefProjector: Yes! 
- More consequence to renting the projector: Exchange for passport, sign contract, make 

sure it doesn’t get lost. 
- Make sure the projector is not taken off Droef territory. 
- Anouk (43) will work on it, perhaps together with 95. 

Green waste container 
- Green container is actually being used, which is good. 
- Everyone should take care to put only compostable stuff in it. 

 



Points regarding Idealis 
- PhD students can now stay and can also come in our houses as future tenants from Jan 

4th, 2016. 
- We have to take care to keep a meter free around our house for maintenance (Bigger 

items, but also big plants etc). 
- The insect traps are in line with policy regarding bug infestations in the other Idealis 

buildings. Luc will ask Idealis to not place traps for bed bugs and cockroaches etc 
because we know they aren’t there. 

- We can ask for silverfish traps where necessary. However, be aware that the traps are 
meant for indication, not for pest control itself 

- Bathroom seals: Idealis asked the company that placed them (poorly) also to replace it 
(poorly), but it will be fixed. 

- Grey water system: at some houses it’s not working fine, other houses have no 
problems. If it’s not working: Let Idealis know, with cc to mayor[AT]droevendaal.nl to 
get an overview of the problems. 

 
Question round 

- What is the situation with the second hand corner in the bike shed? – Jelle: After DF they 
brought it too Emmaus. we like to have it, but it gets messy. Option: ask Emmaus to 
come by every couple of months? Lucia: maybe get another cupboard so it’s easily 
accessible and easy to clean. Contact Lucia to help! Joanne: clothes get wet in the leaky 
corner, so replace the corner to the middle corner of the building. In general: Don’t 
dump your waste there, it’s only for books and clothes. 

- Cars parked in the roadsides: Can we make flyers to put on the cars when they park in 
the roadside? Jelle+Sophie will do it. Other ideas: sign at the entrance: no parking in 
roadsides. Send e-mail Droefmail: ask visitors and inhabitants to not park in the 
roadsides. 

- Openeable small windows high in the rooms? Not going to happen, but Luc will ask 
Idealis again anyways. 

- Key of motorcycle shed is at 103. 
- Give your suggestions for common barrack painting to Common Barrack Committee.  
- Common barrack shed: closing half of it to store Droeffest stuff would be nice, but 

Joanne and Luc will talk about it and discuss with Idealis. 
- Long-term campers on the parkingplace are annoying; Yanina is go to talk to one of the 

owners. 
 
Meeting closed at 19.40h 
 
Any questions: mayor[AT]droevendaal.nl 


